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ABSTRACT: An actuating apparatus selectively operable by a 
foot pedal or hand lever, each movable only about a single axis 
of rotation, to swing a throw member alternately about at least 
two spaced, pivotal axes. Such an actuating apparatus may be 
employed to advantage with a control for imparting move 
ment to a motion transmitting device :as a nonlinear function 
of the movement applied to the throw member thereof, the 
latter being movable about at least two, spaced, pivotal axes. 
The apparatus has a driving member that is mounted'to rotate 
about a single drive axis located generally medially of the dual 
axes about which the throw arm swings but laterally of a 
reference line extending between said dual axes. A shuttle 
head on the throw member is received for reciprocating mo 
tion in an elongate race in the driving member. The race is 
also located laterally of said reference line, but oppositely of 
the single drive axis. The major axis of the elongate race 
preferably lies substantially perpendicular to the aforesaid 
reference line so that an extension thereof would intersect the 
single drive axis. 
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HAND AND/OR FOOT ACTUATING APPARATUS FOR A 
_ CONTROL DEVICE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates generally to apparatus for ac 

tuating a control and more speci?cally to an actuating ap 
paratus by which the regulating means-either a hand lever or 
foot pedal-may be rotated about their respective single axes 
to actuate a control in which the throw member is selectively 
required to swing about at least a pair of spaced axes. 

Hydrostatic transmissions for vehicles are not new, and as 
wad discussed in Richard D. Houk’s copending patent applica 
tion, Ser. No. 804, 468, ?led Mar. 5, 1969, it is often highly 
desirable to provide a control for hydrostatic transmission in 
which the movement imparted to the motion transmitting 
device operatively connecting the control to the swash plate, 
or plates, of the hydrostatic transmission is a nonlinear func 
tion of the movement imparted by the operator to the control 
lever. The nonlinear control taught in the aforesaid patent ap 
plication, Ser. No. 804,468, effects just such a result. That 

‘ control employs a throw arm that is selectively swingable 
about two, spaced pivotal axes, and the control lever is dis 
closed as being attached directly thereto. Such an arrange 
ment is perfectly satisfactory for many installations, but there 
are also many situations in which it would be more desirable if 
the control lever, or other regulating device, itself were mova 
ble about only a single axis. 

Single axis rotation is, for example, particularly desirable 
when the regulating device is a foot pedal. To rotate a foot 
pedal selectively about more than one axis requires a rather 
complicated coordination of movements involving the ankle, 
knee and hip. The complexity of the coordination required, 
and hence the difficulty in accomplishing assured facile opera 
tion, are greatly reduced by limiting the foot pedal to rotation 
about a single axis. 

In addition, it is often desirable to operate a single control 
either by foot or hand, depending upon the particular environ 
mental circumstances encountered. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is, therefore, a primary object of the present invention to 
provide an actuating apparatus having at least one regulating 
means rotatable about only a single axis to swing the throw 
member in a control device about multiple axes. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide an 
actuating apparatus, as above, that is selectively operable by a 
foot pedal or a hand lever. 
These and other objects, together with the advantages 

thereof over existing and prior art forms which will become 
apparent from the following speci?cation, are accomplished 
by means hereinafter described and claimed. 

In general, an actuating apparatus embodying the concept 
of the present invention employs a driving member mounted 
to rotate about a single axis. One or more regulating means are 
operatively connected to the driving member, and a furtherv 
means operatively connects the driving member to the throw 
member of the control device. The throw member is swingable 
about at least two, spaced axes and the connecting means 
between the driving member and the throw member 
preferably comprises a head means secured to one of said 
members and reciprocatingly received in a race means pro 
vided in the other of the members. 
The orientation of the race means with respect to the 

pivotal axis of the driving member and with respect to a 
reference line extending between the axes about which the 
throw member is selectively swingable allows rotation of the 
driving member about its single axis to effect a swinging move 
ment of the throw member selectively about its pivotal axes. 
The regulating means may well be either a hand lever with 

means for securing it to the driving member, or the regulating 
means may be a foot pedal mounted for rotation about a single 
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2 
axis spaced from the axis about which said driving member 
rotates. A crank means interconnects the foot pedal with the 
driving member. 
One preferred embodiment of an actuating apparatus ac 

cording to the concept of the present invention is shown by 
way of example in the accompanying drawings without at 
tempting to show all various forms and modi?cations in which 
the invention might be embodied; the invention being mea 
sured by the appended claims and not by the details of the 
speci?cation. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a side elevation of an actuating apparatus embody 
ing the concept of the present invention, the apparatus being 
operatively connected to a control having a throw member de 
picted in neutral position but swingable about two, spaced, 
pivotal axes and the apparatus being further depicted with 
both a hand lever and a foot pedal as the regulating means; 

FIG. 2 is a view similar to FIG. II but depicting, in solid lines, 
the regulating means moved to their respective positions, the 
throw member having been swung about one of its two pivotal 
axes and further depicting, in chain lines, the regulating means 
moved to their respective positions, the throw member having 
been swung about the second of its two pivotal axes; 

FIG. 3 is a top plan taken substantially on line 3—3 of FIG. 
1; and, ' 

FIG. 4 is an enlarged cross section taken substantially on 
line 4l—-4 ofFIG. ll. 

DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

An actuating apparatus embodying the concept of the 
present invention is indicated generally by the numeral 10 on 
the attached drawings and is shown operatively connected to a 
control 11 for imparting movement through a motion trans~ 
mitting device 12. 
The motion transmitting device 12 may well be of the push 

pull cable variety having a conventional construction in which 
a core 13 is slidably received within a casing 14 to transmit 
mechanical motion by the application of either tensile or com 
pressive forces to the core 13 when at least the ends of the cas 
ing 14 are clamped in a substantially ?xed position with 
respect to the axis along which the: core 13 slides. 

In the environment with which the subject control 10 is dis 
closed, the core 13 and casing 14 are both secured to the con 
trol 11. Speci?cally, a clamp 15, which engages an end ?tting 
l6 affixed to the end of the casing 14, is secured to, the control 
frame 18 in order to assure the substantially fixed location 
required for the end of the cable casing. . 
The core 13 is secured to an end rod 19, in a well known 

fashion, and the end rod is closely received within an exten 
sion tube 20 mounted for gyrational movement on the end 
?tting 16. Outwardly of the extension tube 20 the end rod 19 
joins a connector 21 rotatably mounted to the throw member 
22 of the control 1 l. _ ‘ ‘ 

A complete disclosure of the particular control 11 depicted 
environmentally herein is available in the aforementioned 
copending application of Richard D. Houk, Ser. No. 804,468. 
For purposes of the present invention it should suf?ce to re 
late that the throw member 22 is alternately swingable‘about 
two, spaced, pivotal, axes 23 and 24 in order to impart move 
ment to the core 13 as a nonlinear function of the movement 
applied to the throw member 22. 
The throw member 22 itself comprises two plates 25 and 26 

spaced to embrace a portion of the control frame 18, as best 
seen in FIGS. 3 and 4. The plates 25 and 26 are joined by 
securing means 28 provided with followers 29 for engaging the 
travel slots 30 and 31 and the lobated camming surface 32 of 
voided area 33. 

The actuating apparatus 10 has a driving member 35 
rotatably mounted from a base means which may well be the 
control frame 18, as shown. Speci?cally, the driving member 
35 may be supported by a bolt 36 secured to, and extending 
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outwardly of, the control frame 18. An annular spacer 38 en 
circles the bolt 36 and is positioned between the control frame 
18 and the driving member 35 in order to maintain the latter 
in spacially ?xed relationship with respect to the control frame 
18. A pair of bearing washers 39 and 40 embrace the driving 
member 35 and are interposed between it and the spacer 38 
and the head 41 of the support bolt 36, respectively, to 
facilitate rotation of the driving member 35 about the axis 42 
of bolt 36. . 

As best shown in FIG. 4, the nut 43, which tightens the bolt 
36 to the frame 18, may also secure a J-shaped ?ange 44 by 
which one end of the deadman spring 45 is anchored in a ?xed 
position with respect to the control frame 18. The other end of 
the spring 45 is secured to the throw member-as to a tab 46 
mounted on the bolt 47 that carries connector 21-in order to 
assure that the throw member 22 will be continuously biased 
toward its neutral position. 
The driving member 35, which is rotatable about the axis 42 

of bolt 36, is operatively connected to the throw member 22 
so that movement of the driving member 35 about its axis of 
rotation 42 causes swinging movement of the throw member 
22 selectively about its pivotal axes23and 24. This operative 
connection may comprise a shuttle head 49 secured to the 
throw member 22 that is received for a reciprocating motion 
in a race means 50 provided in the driving member 35. 
The shuttle head 49 may well comprise a roller 51 carried 

on a bolt 52 secured to the throw member 22, a pair of locat 
ing washers 53 and 54 embracing the driving member 35 to 
confine the roller 51 within the race means 50. Washer-53 is 

_ maintained against the driving member 35 by the head 55 of 
bolt 52, and washer 54 is maintained against the driving 
member 35 by an annular spacer 56 that embraces the bolt 52 
and extends between the throw member 22 and the driving 
member 35. 
The race means 50 comprises an elongate aperture 58 hav 

ing a major axis 59 that is oriented generally transversely of a 
reference line 60 that extends between the location of the two 
pivotal axes 23 and 24, at least when the throw member 22 is 
in the neutral position depicted in FIG. 1. In the preferred em 
bodiment an extension of the major axis 59 also intersects the 
axis 42 about which the driving member 35 rotates, at least 
when the throw member 22 is in the neutral position. Further, 
it will be readily observed from FIG. 1 that race means 50, and 
the single axis 42 about which the driving member 35 rotates, 
are on opposite sides of the reference line 60. 
With these preferred geometric relationships the interaction 

of the shuttle head 49 with the race’ means 50 effects a swing 
ing movement of the throw member 22 form its neutral posi 
tion (FIG. 1) selectively about its two, spaced, pivotal axes 23 
and 24 in response to rotation of the driving member 35 about‘ 
a single axis 42 displaced from the two pivotal axes 23 and 24, 
as can be seen from FIG. 2 and as is more fully hereinafter 
described.v _ -_ 

Other than, to provide a means whereby a regulating means 
may be. operatively connected to the driving member, the 
shape of the driving member 35 is not critical to its operation. 
As best seen in FIGS. 1 and 3, one regulating means in the 
formv of a handle 65 having a socket portion 66 may be 
removably secured to the driving member 35 by ?tting a shank 
68 on the driving member 35 into a socket-portion 66 on the 
handle 65 and inserting a lock bolt 69 through not only the op 
posed bores 70A and 708 in the sides of the socket portion 66 
but also a bore 71 in the shank 68, the bore 71 beingyposi 
tionable in register with the bores 70A and 7 0B. 
A second regulating means in the form of a pedal 75 may 

also be operatively connected to the driving member 35. The 
pedal 75 may be pivotally supported on an independent 
stanchion or may, as shown, be supported on a pintle 76 
secured to, and extending laterally of, the control frame 18. A 
gudgeon 78 a?ixed to the pedal 75 rotatably receives the pin 
tle 76, and the lateral position of the pedal 75 may be main 
tained by engagement of one end of the gudgeon 78 with a 
?xed shoulder 79 at one end of the pintle and by engagement 
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of the other 'end of the gudgeon with a spring clip 80 
removably receivable within a groove 81 in the pintle 76. 
The pedal 75 is operatively connected to the driving 

member 35 by a crank 81 swingingly secured between the 
pedal 75 and the driving member 35. Speci?cally, a ?rst 
crankpin 82 is rotatably received within a journal 83 on the 
forward, or toe, portion 84 of the pedal 75, and the second 
crankpin 85 is rotatably received within one of a plurality of 
bores 86 that may be provided in the blade portion 88 of the 
driving member 35. 
A plurality of bores 86 are provided arcuately about, and 

spaced radially of, the axis 42 in order to provide selective ad 
justment of the pedal 75 for the convenience of the operator 
and independently of either the remainder of the actuating ap 
paratus and/or the control 11. The length of the web‘portion 
89 of the crank is also a factor in the selective adjustment of 
the pedal orientation. To secure the crank 81 in operation 
position, only one of the crankpins need be anchored. As best 
seen in FIG. 3, a pair of cars 90 may be formed on the crank 
pin 85 to act as a limit stop for the retaining washer 91. On the 
opposite side of the driving member 35 with respect to the 
cars 90 and washer 91 the crank pin 85 is transversely bored 
to receive a cotter pin 92. By thus laterally securing the crank 
pin 85 with respect to the driving member 35, the crankpin 82 ' 
will also be retained laterally ?xed with respect to the pedal 
75. ' 

From the neutral position of the control 11 depicted in FIG. 
1 the application of toe pressure to pedal 75 or hand pres 
sure-directed to the right as viewed in that F igure—-to handle 
65 will rotate the driving member 35 clockwise about bolt 36. 
This motion will translate the race means 50 through a cor 
responding degree of angular displacement so that the one 
side surface 93 of aperture 58 will apply a force against the 
roller 51 of shuttle head 49. The force so applied will act in a 
direction tangent to the arcuatepath through which the race 
means 50 is being translated and will, therefore, tend to swing 
the throw member 22 about pivotal axis 24. 

Because the throw member 22 must swing about an axis dis- - 
placed from the axis about which the driving member 35 
rotates, the arcuate path about which the shuttle head 49 and 
the race means 50 will rotate are not coincident. The dif 
ferential of movement between these two elements can be ac 
commodated by a component of radial displacement of the 
shuttle head 49 with respect to the race means 50, it having 
been found that by employing the particular geometric rela 
tionships between the race means'50, its orientation, and the 
various pivotal and rotational axes 23, 24 and 42, the relative 
displacement between the shuttle head 49 and the race means 
50 will have substantially no effect by way of lost motion to 
the throw member 22 in response to motion of the driving 
member 35. Accordingly, the aforesaid rotation of the driving 
member 35 will swing the throw member 22 in control 11 
through its forward range to the position depicted by solid 
lines in FIG. 2. _ , 

Conversely, the application of heel pressure to pedal 75 or 
hand.pressure—directed to the left as viewed in FIG. l-to 
handle 65 will rotate the driving member 35 counterclockwise 
about bolt 36. 

This motiontoo, will translate the race means 50 through a _ 
corresponding degree of angular displacement and will cause 
the second side 94 of aperture 58 to apply a force against the 
roller 51 of shuttle head 49. For example, with the actuating 
apparatus 10 and control 11 disposed in the relative positions 
depicted by solid lines in FIG. 2, the aforesaid application of 
force by side 94 against collar 51 will swing the throw member 
22 about axis 24 back to neutral (FIG. 1) and then about axis 
23 as the throw member 22 continues to swing from the 
neutral position to the chain line position depicted in FIG. 2. i 

It should thus be apparent that an apparatus embodying the 
concept of the present invention will actuate a control having 
a throw arm swingable about multiple axes by one or more 
regulating means rotatable about their individual, single axes. 
We claim: 
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1. Apparatus for actuating a control device having a throw 

member which is swingingly movable about at least two, 
‘spaced, pivotal axes from a neutral position, said apparatus 
comprising, a base means, a driving member mounted on said 
base means, for rotation about a single axis displaced from the 
axes about which the throw member may be selectively swung, 
a regulating means selectively movable by an operator of said 
apparatus, means connecting said regulator means to said 
driving member so that movement of said regulating means 
rotates said driving member, means operably connecting said 
driving member to the throw member so that movement of 
said driving member about its axis of rotation causes swinging 
movement of the throw member selectively about its pivotal 
axis, said means operably connecting said driving member to 
said throw member comprising a race means in one of said 
members and a head means secured to the other of said mem 
bers, said head means being received for reciprocating motion 
in said race means, said regulating means comprising a pedal 
mounted for rotation about a single axis and in which a crank 
means interconnects said pedal with said driving member, the 
axis about which said pedal is rotatably mounted is located 
medially of said pedal so that application of toe pressure will 
pivot the driving member to swing the throw member in one 
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direction and the application of heel pressure will pivot the 
driving member to swing the throw member in the opposite 
direction. 

2. Apparatus, as set forth in claim l in which said race 
means comprises an elongate aperture having a major axis, 
said major axis being oriented generally transversely of a 
reference line extending between the two pivotal axes about 
which the throw member is selectively swingable when the 
throw member is in the neutral position. 

3. Apparatus, as in claim 2, in which the major axis of said 
race means intersects the axis about which said driving 
member rotates, at least when said throw member is in the 
neutral position. 

4, Apparatus, as set forth in claim 3, in which the single axis 
about which said driving member rotates is on the opposite 
side, with respect to the race means, of a reference line ex~ 
tending between the pivotal axes about which the throw 
member is selectively swingable. 

5. Apparatus, as set forth in claim 1, in which the regulating 
means comprises a hand lever and means for securing said 
hand lever to said driving member. 


